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ence in importance of avocado sales between the medium- and
high-income groups than between the medium- and low-income
groups. Relatively few avocados would be sold in low-income
areas of larger cities except, perhaps, in those areas containing
a high proportion of Latin Americans or other persons who were
more familiar with avocados.

TABLE 8.-AVOCADO SALES AS PERCENT OF STORE PRODUCE SALES BY IN-
COME AREAS AND WEEKS, 6 STORES, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA,
NOVEMBER 3-22, 1958.

Income Group Avocado Sales as Percent of Produce Sales
IWeek 1 Week 2 Week 3 Average

Low ............................ .38 .40 .32 .37

Medium .................... .63 .59 .61 .61

H igh .......................... 1 .76 .61 .60 .66

Average .................. 1 .62 .55 .54 .57

DISCUSSION

Florida sales offices probably need not be too concerned about
sizes and shapes of avocados sold, other than to fill direct orders.
Wholesale buyers and commission handlers have a range of sizes
from which they may choose with some confidence. Within the
range of choice offered consumers in this study, about the same
weight of fruit was sold in retail stores regardless of size or
shape. Some price differential beyond that used in this study
would be required to dispose of an excess of fruit of a particular
size or shape.

While consumers preferred the better grade fruit, purchases
of poor grade 5 fruit were substantial. A larger total revenue
may accrue to the industry by permitting shipment and sale of
some poor grade fruit. Not more than 20 percent of the total
shipments to the particular segment of the market studied
should be permitted to be of grade 3 fruit. Further research on
this point would be beneficial.

Chain store and other buyers need not be overly conscious
of "breaking" 6 fruit in purchases for immediate store delivery.
Some softer, but not "mushy," fruit in a display apparently

SAs measured by external blemishes.
" A term used in the trade to indicate fruit yielding slightly to hand

pressure.


